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CORRELATED PRODUCTS     
5616 PROGRESS ROAD, INDIANAPOLIS IN 46241 
PHONE 317-243-3248 / TOLL FREE 1-800-428-3266 

PRODUCT                       
INFORMATION _____________________ 
DESCRIPTION OCC Orange Citrus Cleaner (Orange 90) uses the natural cleaning power of Limonene from 

orange peel to clean and deodorize leaving the clean scent of fresh oranges. This all-natural, 
organic degreaser is a one-step, multipurpose formula that strips grease and heavy oil 
deposits from virtually any surface. It will emulsify instantly in water at ambient temperature 
to penetrate and liquefy many different types of resin and grease. 

 
 OCC cleans tar, grease, and asphalt from vehicles and equipment. It removes soot and grease 

from smoke-stacks, aircraft CPU exhaust areas, thrust reverser buckets, tractor exhaust, etc. 
And removes grease and oil from truck engines. Excellent for printing operations to remove 
ink and adhesives from floors. 

 
Use OCC to keep sink, floor and bathroom drains fresh smelling and free flowing. Add it 
directly to grease traps to flush away problem accumulations.  Pour OCC into septic tanks, 
wet wells and drain fields to eliminate odor and grease build-up. 

 
DIRECTIONS Use undiluted or dilute one-part OCC with water as follows: 

Tar: 1 part product to 3 parts water.  
Glue/Adhesive: 1 part product to 20 parts water.  
Ink: 1 part product to 3 parts water.  
Hydrocarbon Soils: 1 part product to 32 parts water. 
Built Up Grease Deposits- Mix 4 ounces to one gallon warm water. Apply generously to 
greasy floors, walls, equipment, etc. Wait approximately 5 minutes and rinse with water. 

 Odor Control- Mix 2 ounces of product to one gallon cold water. Apply with sprayer to odor 
problem areas such as rubbish piles, dumpsters, garbage cans, etc. 

 Drain Maintainer- Pour in solution of one part product to 4 parts water. Allow to stand for 
one hour then flush with hot tap water.  

 
SPECIFICATIONS  Appearance………………………………………………………………..…………………..….Orange Liquid 
    Odor………………………………………………………………………………………..…………………...Orange 
    pH ……………………………………………………………….…………………….………………………………6.00 
    Flash Point……………………………………………………….…………………………..122F Combustible 
     
WARNING KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN. Combustible. Keep away from heat, sparks, and open 

flame. Possible eye or skin irritant.  Do not get in eyes or take internally.  Avoid prolonged 
skin contact; will effectively defat the skin, rubber gloves are recommended to prevent 
chapped conditions. Harmful if swallowed. Rinse empty container before discarding. This 
product is intended for industrial and commercial use and storage by trained service persons 
only. Manufacturer will not be responsible for any injury, loss, or damage, if product is used 
in any manner not in compliance with label directions or if precautions are not observed.  

 CAUTION - Will attack latex paint. Test surface for compatibility before use. 
     
FIRST AID   EYES – Flush with large amounts of water for at least 15 minutes. Contact physician. 
    SKIN – Flush with large amounts of water. Seek medical attention. 
    INGESTION – Do not induce vomiting or give anything by mouth to an unconscious person. 

Seek medical attention immediately.   

OCC Orange Citrus Cleaner 
Heavy Duty Multipurpose Cleaner 

 


